Abstract
Personal informatics applications support capture and access of data related to an increasing variety of dimensions of everyday life. However, such applications often fail to effectively support diagnostic self-tracking, wherein people seek to answer a specific question about themselves. Current approaches are therefore difficult, tedious, and error-prone. This workshop paper discusses our ongoing efforts to develop methods for self-experimentation in self-tracking. We examine how self-experimentation situates within existing models of personal informatics processes, discuss our current focus on personal food triggers in patients suffering from Irritable Bowel Syndrome, and highlight open challenges for self-experimentation more broadly.
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Introduction
Current self-tracking applications support capture and access of data related to various dimensions of life, including physical activity, food, and sleep. However, most applications still fall short in providing meaningful and actionable feedback. Self-trackers are often provided with graphs of raw data, but left on their own to interpret and decide how to act upon that data [4].
Choe et al. examine the Quantified Self community as an example of “extreme users” of self-tracking [1]. They find that many self-trackers are collecting data to answer specific questions, but either: (1) fail to obtain the desired answer, or (2) obtain the answer only after developing ad hoc solutions for their personal needs (i.e., custom software). Choe et al. further identify three common pitfalls: (1) tracking too much, which quickly leads to burnout and abandonment (2) not tracking necessary triggers and context, thus preventing people from obtaining an answer, and (3) reaching dubious conclusions that lack scientific rigor.

As self-tracking continues to expand into mainstream practice, it becomes increasingly important to support people in using self-tracking data to answer personal questions. Current platforms and applications generally fail to address these pitfalls, so obtaining high-quality answers remains a tedious and error-prone endeavor. We see this as an opportunity for designers to create new tools that better support self-tracker goals.

In this workshop submission, we propose support for self-experimentation within self-tracking, discussing our current work and the broader opportunity. We begin with an introduction to self-experimentation, considering how it aligns with existing models of personal informatics. We then discuss how we are currently incorporating self-experimentation in an application we are developing for patients with Irritable Bowel Syndrome. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of open challenges in employing self-experimentation in other domains of self-tracking. We believe our perspective can contribute a valuable perspective and promote thoughtful discussion in the UbiComp 2015 workshop on New Frontiers of Quantified Self.

Self-Experimentation in Self-Tracking

We model self-experimentation in self-tracking as a three-step process: (1) formulating a hypothesis, (2) testing a hypothesis, and (3) interpreting a result. These can be repeated to test multiple hypotheses. Importantly, they are also intended to be situated within a model of the larger personal informatics process.

For example, we can situate our process in Li et al.’s five-stage model of personal informatics, consisting of Preparation, Collection, Integration, Reflection, and Action [11]. Each stage presents barriers that must be overcome, with failures in early stages cascading into later stages. Preparation requires deciding what and how to collect, collection requires completeness and accuracy, integration requires organizing collected data, reflection requires interpreting and making sense of data, and action requires determining how to convert new understanding into an actionable plan (Fig. 1).

Explicit support for self-experimentation can be seen as re-casting self-tracking as a process of personal scientific discovery, with the goal of helping people successfully navigate these barriers. We aim to scaffold preparation, collection, and integration around the design and execution of self-experiments while supporting reflection and action through interpretation of self-experiment results. Self-experimentation thus aligns itself with design recommendations in personal informatics by providing concrete steps a person can take to navigate these barriers. We thus aim to both (1) reduce burdens and uncertainty in self-tracking, and (2) provide greater certainty and value in results.

Self-experimentation also fits well within other models of personal informatics. Choe et al. recommend...
providing early guidance in what to track, support for self-experimentation, and balancing the burden of collection against reflection enabled by collection [1]. Rooksby et al.’s work on lived informatics supports viewing data in context and accounting for non-rational aspects of interaction in self-tracking [15]. Epstein et al. propose a model for lived informatics that raises forgetting, upkeep, skipping, and suspending as additional barriers to consider [5].

**Self-Experimentation Design and Analysis**

We are designing self experimentation based on single case designs (SCDs), sometimes referred to as n-of-1 studies [12]. SCDs have an individual serve as their own control, therefore making the design sensitive to individual differences. Two or more experimental conditions are defined (e.g., a baseline and any manipulations). Outcome measures are then monitored as these conditions are applied, with the goal of identifying any relationships between the experimental conditions and the outcome measures.

SCDs traditionally suffer from limitations regarding internal validity, a lack of statistical inference, and a limited number of observations [7]. We overcome these by applying randomization tests, wherein a random assignment is given to a population of occasions rather than a population of individuals [2,8]. In contrast to traditional group design where each individual is assigned to a condition, SCDs with randomization tests assign each measurement occasion to a condition. A permutation procedure can then be used to create all possible combinations of condition exposures and outcome measures, then a p value indicating the probability of the null hypothesis. This procedure was originally envisioned by Fisher in the 1930s, ensures the same internal validity as group experiments, eliminates the statistical assumptions of parametric tests, and can therefore be used as a statistical test with both individuals and groups of individuals [6]. The primary limitation remains that it does not provide external validity, but this limitation is not applicable in our case because we use it to personalize known group-based or clinical guidelines to specific individuals. Furthermore, advances in mobile technology now allow more frequent and ecologically valid measurements [16]. Thus, SCDs with randomization tests overcome many limitations of traditional SCDs.

**Self-Experimentation in IBS**

We are currently incorporating self-experimentation in an application we are developing for patients with Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS). IBS is a chronic functional disorder characterized by episodic abdominal pain associated with diarrhea and/or constipation despite normal blood tests, x-rays, and colonoscopies. It affects up to 20% of the US population and is one of the top ten reasons people seek primary care [3,13]. People with IBS report a lower quality of life and consume 50% more healthcare resources than non-IBS counterparts [10,14]. There are many potential triggers for IBS symptom flare-ups: certain foods, eating behaviors, stress, sleep disturbances, and menstruation. It provides an ideal domain for self-experimentation, as many patients learn their potential triggers through trial and error or through more extreme interventions (e.g., elimination diets).

We are designing and developing a mobile application that guides IBS patients through self-experiments they choose in their efforts to identify personal triggers. We are initially focused on food triggers, as they are both
common and actionable. This section briefly reviews our ongoing work to support self-experimentation in IBS, discusses a self-experimentation process (Fig. 3), and considers our design approaches to the challenges in outlined in Li et al.’s five-stage model [11].

**Formulating Hypotheses**

Two major barriers in the preparation stage are determining what data to collect and how to collect it. We address these in formulating a hypothesis.

A person begins a self-experiment by formulating a hypothesis they want to test. This reduces ambiguity by defining a specific symptom and probable trigger to test (i.e., a dependent and independent variable) (Fig. 2). Decisions regarding which symptom and trigger to test can be based on prior personal experience, in population-level understandings of likely triggers, through engagement with medical providers, through peer engagement with other self-trackers, or using other sources of potential hypotheses. Defining a specific testable hypothesis helps a person focus on the context in which data will be collected and reduces burden by narrowing the scope of data to collect.

**Testing Hypotheses**

Barriers in the collection and integration stages include collecting and organizing appropriate data. We scaffold this process around gathering data to test a hypothesis.

Given a hypothesis to be tested, our application automates experiment design and suggests a study plan with a customized schedule based on a person’s selection of study duration and when to start. The mobile application platform can support execution of the experiment by automatically tracking the

**Interpreting Results**

Barriers in the reflection and action stages include analyzing and understanding the data as well as determining concrete actions that can be taken.

At the end of a self-experiment, appropriate statistical tests are run and a p value is reported (Fig. 4). A visualization is also provided to aid in reflection. SCDs are often analyzed visually to look for trends and infer relationships, but a randomized SCD can make it challenging to visually analyze trends. Conditions can be distributed in any order, with no fixed phase lengths, making it difficult to find patterns across phases. To overcome this we designed a visualization inspired by a violin plot [9]. It removes temporal information and instead focuses on the distribution of the outcome measure across different conditions.
Drilling into individual entries can allow viewing any personal notes or photographs attached to measures. Based on the results of the statistical analysis and a person’s experiences in an experiment, they can decide whether the results suggest and warrant removing or controlling a potential trigger food.

**Self-Experimentation Opportunities**

We have focused on self-experimentation in IBS, but our work suggests self-experimentation opportunities in other self-tracking domains. We have identified several challenges that need to be considered in generalizing our current approaches to self-experimentation.

**Temporal Relationships**

Our current approach relies upon symptoms following trigger foods after a short period of time (i.e., hours). It also relies on measurements being independent after a day has passed (i.e., the body “resets” overnight). If either of these are not true in another domain, our approach will need to be modified to account for this.

**Difficulty in Defining and Manipulating a Variable**

Food triggers are relatively easy to define and experimentally manipulate, but additional challenges are presented in other self-experimentation domains. For example, stress can serve as a trigger for IBS and can also impact sleep. But it is less obvious how to operationalize or experimentally manipulate stress. Additional challenges will also arise when expanding our work to consider multiple independent variables.

**Drift and Biases in Self-Reported Measures**

Self-reported measures can be a concern for internal validity, but are likely inherent to many applications of self-experimentation. Self-reports may drift over time and may be influenced by other factors (e.g., mood, stress, life events). Randomization mitigates this, but designers of self-experimentation applications need to be mindful of these and other potential confounds.

**Knowledge of Relevant Self-Experiments**

Our team includes a gastroenterologist, and so our current work is informed by an appropriate medical perspective on design parameters (e.g., common food triggers, appropriate windows for reporting symptoms, educational material). Although it may in theory be possible to support arbitrary experiments, integrating such domain knowledge into self-experimentation applications can improve the quality of available self-experiments and reduce burdens associated with failed or fundamentally flawed self-experiments.

**Lived Informatics and Self-Experimentation**

Self-experimentation occurs in a context of daily life. Future deployments of need to explore how these approaches are impacted by such factors as travel, a phone battery dying, or other circumstances related to either an experimental manipulation or an outcome.

**Conclusion**

Self-tracking and personal informatics continue to grow and move into the mainstream. Analyses of current practices have found support for self-experimentation is lacking, even for “expert users”. We believe there are important opportunities for new self-experimentation methods, applications using those methods, and tools supporting developers of such applications.

We have focused this workshop paper on characterizing self-experimentation relative to Li et al.’s five-stage model of personal informatics, describing our ongoing
work in IBS, and a non-exhaustive set of challenges that researchers and designers might face in generalizing our approach. Not all self-tracking problems are appropriate for self-experimentation. But where appropriate, our approach to scaffolding the personal informatics process can potentially both reduce the challenges of self-tracking and improve the value obtained. We overall believe this approach warrants further examination in a variety of domains.

We look forward to participation as an opportunity to discuss self-experimentation, its potential benefits, its potential challenges, and opportunities for tool support. The UbiComp 2015 workshop on New Frontiers of Quantified Self is ideal for such a conversation.
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